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Today’s opera, Luisa Miller, is among the many deserving 
works by Verdi that never received the attention it merited.   
By 1849, when it premiered, Verdi had completed what he 

called his “galley years,” nearly a decade of averaging close to two new operas 
a year.  He began to create entirely new vistas in Italian opera, which he 
dominated for the next 30 years, leaving a legacy that may never be matched. 

In that sense, this was a transitional work.  Verdi composed one more opera, 
Stiffelio, in my opinion a lesser work, which premiered in 1850.  Then, his full 
talents burst upon the opera world with three blockbusters, all premiering in 
less than two years: Rigoletto in March 1851, Il Trovatore in January 1853, 
and La Traviata in March 1853, each breaking new ground in the opera world.  

As librettist for Luisa Miller, Verdi retained Salvadore Cammarano, who was 
then considered the leading librettist in Italian opera.  He had credits for some 
Donizetti operas, including Lucia di Lammermoor, as well as two earlier Verdi 
operas, Alzira, and La Battaglia di Legnano.  Cammanaro died while he was 
working on Il Trovatore, which was not yet completed.   

TODAY’S PRINCIPAL CAST 
Rodolfo (tenor) – the hero of our story……...........Placido Domingo  
Luisa Miller (soprano) – our heroine.….….......….......Renata Scotto 
Miller (Baritone) – Luisa’s father (a good guy).........Sherrill Milnes  
Count Walter (Bass) – Rodolfo’s father (bad guy)..Bonaldo Giaiotti 
Wurm (bass) - the count’s steward (worse guy)...……James Morris 
Duchess Federica (mezzo) – the Count’s niece….........…Jean Kraft 
Laura (soprano) – a village girl…………………..….......….Dale Caldwell 

Runtime: 148 minutes • Recorded live 1979 by the Metropolitan Opera  •  DVD released  
in 2006 on Deutsche Grammaphon • MPAA not rated • ASIN: B0009W4LLS 
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This production was recorded live at the Met in January 1979 under the baton 
of a youthful Jimmy Levine. 

PLOT 
The story is set in the early 17th century in the Tyrol, based on a play by 
Friedrich Schiller, whose works Verdi used for three other operas: “Giovanna 
d’Arco”, “I Masnadieri” and “Don Carlos”. The plot of “Luisa Miller” has all the 
basic ingredients that Verdi required in his dramas: first, a classic love 
triangle; second, a protagonist torn between two conflicting emotions; third, a 
conflict, here a favorite of Verdi’s, a loving father-daughter scena; fourth, an 
act of treachery by a detestable villain possessing no redeeming qualities; fifth 
and always required ingredienta, a tragic ending.  This opera has one of Verdi’s 
most glorious tenor arias “Quando le sere placido”, surely the most famous aria 
in this work and when you hear Placido Domingo sing it, you’ll know why.   

ACT ONE:  ‘LOVE’ 
SCENE ONE 
Today is our heroine’s birthday.  A chorus of villagers serenades, calling Luisa 
Miller to awake to a beautiful April dawn.  She and her father enter.  Miller is 
not happy with his daughter’s newly-expressed interest in a young man known 
only as ‘Carlo’, a new arrival in town. (We know his father is the newly 
appointed ruler Count Walter.  Luisa, undeterred, sings a cavatina reflecting 
every teen-aged girl’s first love, and her total infatuation with ‘Carlo,’ “Lo vidi, 
e ‘l primo palpito”  (I saw him and my heart felt its first thrill of love).   
Miller, however, in the manner of fathers the world over, fears the worst for his 
daughter.  Since this is a Verdi opera, we know his fears are well founded.  The 
villagers present Luisa with birthday flowers, and ‘Carlo,’ actually Rodolfo, 
emerges to join her.  The lovers sing a duet “t’amo d’amor ch’esprimere’ (I 
love you with love that words cannot express), while her father stands alone, 
downstage, singing his own staccato counter-theme reiterating his fears that it 
will turn out badly.  When everyone is leaving, the opera’s villain, Wurm, 
restrains Miller.  (Today’s villain, James Morris, always excelled in conveying 
nastiness, as anyone who saw him as Iago in “Otello”, or the four villains in 
“Tales of Hoffmann” can attest.)   
Angrily, he demands Luisa’s hand in marriage, but Miller, a good father, replies 
that this must be his daughter’s decision, and will depend on whether or not 
she loves him.  At this, Wurm reveals the true identity of ‘Carlo’ which has the 
desired effect on Miller. Enraged, Miller sings “Ah fu giusto il mio 
sospetto”  (Ah! My suspicion was right),  bringing the curtain down to a great 
ovation for Sherrill Milnes’. 
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SCENE TWO 
We’re in the Count’s castle.  Wurm comes to tell the Count about Rodolfo’s and 
Luisa.  After Wurm leaves, the Count, also a villain in the opera, although not 
on a par with Wurm, lets us know that for selfish reasons of his own, he has 
other marriage plans for his son. Rodolfo appears and confirms to his father 
that he loves Luisa.  

The Count, responds forcefully, saying he must marry his father choice, his 
widowed cousin Duchess Frederica.  End of story!   Before Rodolfo can reply, 
the Duchess arrives to say she’s always loved him (they are cousins).  When 
Rodolfo tells her he already loves another, she takes it badly.  Walter, in turn, 
re-emphasizes that his commands are to be obeyed.  (Besides, we know he 
has other reasons.)  Rodolfo realizes it will be difficult  to avoid being forced to 
marry the Duchess.  Now we have the makings of tragedy! 

SCENE THREE 
The venue shifts to the garden outside Miller’s house.  Luisa is alone, waiting 
for Rodolfo when her father arrives with the bad news of Rodolfo’s forthcoming 
marriage. Of course, she is crest-fallen, but Rodolfo enters and reaffirms his 
love for her.  She doubts they could have a future together, but he tells her he 
knows a dark secret that will protect their love from his father’s wrath. 

The Count arrives, full of fight and repeats he will brook no interference with 
his plans.  He also attacks Luisa’s honor, rejecting his son’s objections.  Miller 
defends his daughter’s honor and unwisely threatens the Count whose soldiers 
quickly subdue him. The Count orders the arrest of both Luisa and her father.   

Rodolfo tells his father he’ll kill Luisa rather than allow her to be trapped in the 
arms of another.  The Count calls his bluff and Rodolfo sheathes his sword.   

Instead Rudolfo resorts to his secret weapon: he tells his father that unless he 
withdraws his unjust arrest order, he, Rudolfo, will reveal the Count’s dreadful 
secret.  The Count immediately orders Luisa to be freed.    

ACT TWO: ‘THE INTRIGUE’ 
SCENE ONE 
We are in a room in Miller’s house as the villagers rush in telling Luisa that her 
father has been hauled off to prison to be executed.   After the villagers leave, 
Wurm enters.  (Boo, hiss!)  He tells Luisa that the only way to save her father 
is for her to write a letter, which he will dictate.  She hesitates, but sees no 
choice.  Wurm dictates a letter to himself, saying that she, Luisa, never loved 
Rodolfo and wishes instead to marry Wurm.  (Oh, what a dog!) 
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Faced with this impossible choice, Luisa surrenders to Wurm’s extortion.  She 
writes the letter,, but before signing it, prays, “Tu puniscimi, O 
Signorre” (Punish me, O Lord).  Wurm also demands her to swear that she will 
say wrote the letter herself and loves Wurm.   Again, she is forced to comply. 
Luisa decides she would rather die than live in these circumstances.  In 
another stirring aria: “A brani, a brani, o perfido”  (O perfidious wretch) she 
sings that at least her father will be free to close her eyes as she dies.  
SCENE TWO 
In his castle, Walter is brooding as Wurm enters to update him on their plot 
against Luisa.  In their duet we learn that these two unscrupulous men 
conspired in the murder of the previous count so Walter could replace him.  
The men agree they must act together to avoid being exposed and executed. 
(It takes a composer of Verdi’s genius to make a pleasant experience out of 
hearing two basso villains sing about their dark deeds).   
Wurm leaves and the Duchess enters. Walter had previously arranged for Luisa 
to be in the castle, and he now calls for her to appear. She does so, and 
obediently confirms to the Duchess that she never loved Rodolfo and intends to 
marry Wurm. (Another scene-stealer made to order for a great Prima Donna, 
and Renata Scotto does not let us down. Watch her act her role to perfection!) 
SCENE THREE 
We’re in another room in the castle and we see the Count’s page deliver Luisa’s 
letter to Rodolfo.  As we know, although it is addressed to Wurm, that villain 
dictated it and forced Luisa to sign it, for its real purpose was to trick Rodolfo 
into believing that Luisa does not love him.  And it works. 
We are treated to Rodolfo’s great solo “Quando le sere placido” (When in the 
evening in the tranquil glimmer of a starry night).  After the audience’s long 
applause, Wurm appears.  Rodolfo now acts the way a passionate tenor is 
expected to act in a Verdi opera: he challenges his rival to a duel.  Wurm is not 
only a villain, he is a coward as well.  He avoids a fight by firing his pistol into 
the air and running away.  Soldiers stop Rodolfo from following Wurm.  
The Count conveniently appears, pretending surprise when Rodolfo tells him of 
Luisa’s ‘betrayal’. After appropriate but false words of consolation conveying his 
fatherly love, Walter pushes his agenda by advising Rodolfo that his best form 
of revenge against Luisa would be to marry the Duchess.  Rodolfo, his head 
now reeling in a mixture of anger and anguish, closes the scene with another 
cabaletta: “L’ara, o l’avello appresami” (Prepare the altar or the grave for me).   
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ACT THREE:  ‘THE POISON’ 
SCENE ONE   
We hear a distant celebration for Rodolfo and Federica’s wedding.  The villagers 
are trying to comfort Luisa, who is too unhappy to eat and is writing a letter.  
The villagers leave and her father, freed from prison, enters and reads her 
letter.  It’s addressed to Rodolfo and she asks her father to deliver it.  It tells 
Rodolfo that she has decided to commit suicide rather than marry Wurm.  She 
begs her father not to be sad in the aria “La tomba e un letto sparso di 
fiori”  (The grave is a bed strewn with flowers).  Miller tells her not to kill 
herself, instead they will go away and live together as vagabonds.  To quiet his 
concerns, she agrees. (We know she doesn’t mean it.) We’re treated to 
another Verdi father-daughter duet about their future together “La figlia, vedi, 
pentita” (Your child, see, repentant).  
Miller leaves Luisa praying, as Rodolfo arrives.  He has decided what he will do.  
When her back is turned, he poisons the jug of water on the table.  He tests 
Luisa, asking if she really wrote the letter he received. She says only “si”.  
Feeling his life is no longer worth living, Rodolfo asks her for a glass of water.  
He drinks, then passes the glass to Luisa and asks her to drink. She does.   
We hear an extended duet that is quintessential Verdi, filled with their 
conflicting emotions.  Rodolfo does not tell her about the poison and she does 
not tell him she wishes to die.  Finally, he tells her they are both dying.   She 
accepts it quietly,  and, no longer held back by earthly concerns, Luisa tells 
him the truth about the letter, that she had always loved him and only wrote it 
under compulsion. With the truth known, they sing yet another heartbreaking 
duet “Ah piangi; it tuo dolore’ (Weep, for your sorrow is justified).     
In true operatic fashion, the lovers spend ten minutes dying; she more quickly.  
Miller returns and realizes the situation, he comforts his dying daughter in a 
wonderful Verdi trio. Each expresses his or her innermost thoughts: Luisa sings 
“Father, receive my last farewell”; Rodolfo sings “Oh! Forgive my sin”; and 
Miller sings “Oh, child, life of your father’s heart”.  Luisa has died, but Rodolfo 
is still alive as Count Walter and Wurm enter.  Retribution is quick.  Rodolfo 
kills Wurm and dies, crying out to his selfish father “Look on your punishment”. 
This long emotional scena, filled with pathos, shows us again Verdi’s mastery 
of his craft as he matches mood and action with music. 

NEXT WEEK 
Next week on March 30, Gene and I will bring you the second of the two La 
Traviata versions we are showing this year.  I will leave it to him to tell you 
about this minimalist production. 
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Hello Opera Lovers, 

I am the hopeful owner of a new printer, a slight 
upgrade from that which will be tasked shortly with 
printing this run of Opera Notes.  She has gotten 

slower and slower while I have become more and more impatient.  Interested 
in a black and white laser printer with life left for printing? Let me know. 

Anyway, I am eager to finish this, 
print the lot for cubby distribution, 
adjust my printer space and install 
the newcomer, so I will make no 
comment on Luisa Miller.  Besides, 
the upper classes are not alone in 
trying to direct their children’s lives 
inappropriately, so my usual 
framework for socio-economic 
observations suffers here.  And, I 
am interested in parenting issues 
but I am amazed at what wonderful 
children I have, by birth and by 
marriage, and I doubt I had much 
to do with my good fortune.  

I’m waiting to persuade you to hear 
next week’s Traviata until next 
week.  Be prepared! 

In the meantime, I reprint a copy of Mr. Gelb’s announcement about Jimmy 
Levine.  I’m curious about your reaction and whether you think we should or 
should not play recordings, like this one, that Levine conducted? 

See you at the opera  
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